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Abstract: With the development of modern information technology, P2P technology has become a
hot topic in computer network technology. Compared with the C/S mode, the P2P mode reduces the
load of the server and reduces the network congestion; changes the client's passive role in the C/S
structure, making the client a node with both the server and the client functions in the P2P network.
JXTA (Juxtapose abbreviation, side by side) is mainly used to provide basic services for P2P
programs. The technology is committed to create a universal platform to build specific equalities
and distributed services and applications in a simple and effective way.
1. Introduction
FTP is the most widely used file transfer protocol on file in the Internet. As a general protocol,
FTP allows arbitrary files and allows files to have ownership and access rights. Because of the
details of the independent computer system, FTP is suitable for heterogeneous systems. It can
transfer files between any computers.
Like other traditional networks, FTP uses client / server mode. When a large amount of data is
distributed through the network to the dispersed users, the system uploads the published files to the
server, and then notifies the users to download files from the center server. The processing capacity
and transmission speed of servers are the bottlenecks affecting the speed of file distribution. As the
number of users increases, the load pressure of the server becomes larger, and the download speed
for each user will be reduced and the downloading time is longer, so many servers will limit the
number of users and download speed. It brings a lot of inconvenience to the user.
2. File transmission and downloading based on P2P
P2P is a technology used to exchange data or services directly between different PC users
without relay devices. It allows users in the network to directly connect to other users' computers to
exchange files. Under certain information security, people can share files on the hard disk via P2P
instead of the same connection as in the past. Go to the server to browse and download. Because
eliminating intermediate links, P2P technology makes information communication on the Internet
easier and more direct.
The biggest difference between P2P and the traditional FTP is that users do not search and
download resources from other web servers, but download them directly from any online peer. Of
course, the servers of other websites can be considered as a peer, and the personal computer and the
server can be really equal. The need for file exchange naturally extends to information exchange.
3. JXTA brief introduction
JXTA is a collaborative research project for P2P computing. The "JXTA project" (or JXTA)
represents the "Juxtapose project" for this reason: Although client / server and network based
computing is a very important standard today, it is also very urgent for a variety of applications
oriented P2P standards. These applications have some common features.
(1) they are spontaneously spontaneous.
(2) when supported architectures, including many distributed service providers, they are more
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efficient than a separate centralized server.
(3) users of such applications can be all service providers or consumers that are abstracted by
applications. They often play two roles at the same time.
(4) users of this application are constantly changing, so they may not be accessed at any
particular point in time.
(5) users of the application may use any device at any time and place.
The traditional client / server computing model is hard to achieve such demand applications. It is
based on a set of peers that cooperate and operate independently, and can communicate with each
other in any network infrastructure. They will run better.
JXTA defines a set of public protocols for P2P computing. Each protocol is easy to implement
and integrate into the existing system. It is also the group of protocols that define JXTA. JXTA is
not API. Although standard language binding can be applied to JXTA protocol, binding is not
mandatory. Application developers and hardware vendors can provide their own language binding.
The new language develops and provides their own binding to the JXTA protocol; the new platform
can be developed to achieve JXTA protocol in a completely new way. JXTA is independent of
language and platform. Further speaking, JXTA is network independent: JXTA protocol can be
transmitted by TCP/IP, Bluetooth, home network and so on. Peers in different networks can easily
communicate with standard JXTA protocol. JXTA is a set of protocols that are independent of
language and network. It makes it possible to develop applications and services on changing
collaborative computing devices.
4. JXTA architecture
The JXTA is made up of three layers, as shown in Figure 1. The first layer is the core layer of the
JXTA, which contains the core functions required by the service; the second layer is the service
layer, which provides the interface to access the JXTA protocol; the third layer is the application
layer, which uses services to access the JXTA network and the functions provided by the JXTA.

Figure 1 JXTA architecture diagram
(1) the platform (platform Layer), which is the bottom of the JXTA system and the core layer
(JXTA Core), encapsulates the most basic things, including the peer, the peer group, the peer
monitoring and the related security mechanisms. It is mainly responsible for the creation of peers,
the communication management of similar routes, and other underlying transactions. This layer is
designed to be refined and accurate, not only to maintain good interoperability in different P2P
applications, but also to provide the maximum space for developers to facilitate the birth of new
applications.
(2) peer group (Peer Groups): peer groups organize peers into a set, name them, and set
corresponding mechanisms for creating, deleting, member management, publishing, and searching
for other peer groups and peers, communication, security, content sharing and other basic functions.
Pipeline (Peer Pipes): pipeline provides communication channels between peers. The
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information transmitted in the pipeline is in the form of XML. In a sense, it does not depend on
specific protocols. It also allows a certain degree of security, information integrity and personal
privacy.
(3) peer monitoring (Peer Monitoring): the ability to control the behavior and activity of a peer
group in a peer group can be used to implement peer management functions, including access
control, priority setting, traffic calculation, and generation width equalization.
The core layer supports anonymous or registered users, content encryption or plaintext strategy,
so that developers can not directly face the choice of special strategies. Policy selection is
established at service level or application level. When necessary, policy selection can also be
implemented in service layer or application layer. The core layer, as its name shows, is the
foundation of JXTA platform. The service layer and application layer in JXTA application are built
on this level.
(4) the service layer (Services Layer) is built on the core of the JXTA, extending the capabilities
of the core layer and providing some operations that are not necessary for the P2P network, but
these operations may be very common in the P2P environment. This layer provides convenience for
the development of P2P applications, which include lookup and indexing, creation of directories,
storage systems, file sharing, distributed file systems, resource centralization, protocol conversion,
identity authentication and public key infrastructure (PKI, Public Key Tnfrastructure) services. This
layer is the foundation of the application layer.
(5) the application layer (Applications Layer) is built on the service layer, including the
implementation of integrated applications, such as P2P instant messaging, file and resource sharing,
entertainment content management and distribution, P2P e-mail systems, distributed auction
systems, and many other applications.
The boundaries of services and applications are not very strict. The application of a user may be
regarded as service by another user. The design of the whole system is modular, allowing
developers to pick up and select the most suitable services and applications for them.
5. Summary
First, the definition, structure and mode of P2P, comparison with C/S mode, development
process and status quo, and development in China are introduced in detail. Then the definition,
architecture and synergy of the key technology of this subject, JXTA, are analyzed in detail, and the
JXTA CMS model used in this topic is further elaborated. Finally, a brief summary of the design is
made. The system finally achieves the functions of file transmission, download and search. P2P
technology has great advantages in communication network. The network constructed by P2P
technology has become an important development direction of communication network.
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